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President’s Letter

It is with great excitement that the Portland Bologna
Sister City Association begins its tenth year. Join us as
we mark this milestone with civic engagement and
celebration. We anticipate quite a year and humbly
ask for your support and participation. 

Planning has already begun. During a meeting
of the Advisory Board, held at Jim Francesconi’s
office on September 19th, the founders and former and
present Board Members of PBSCA reviewed our past
accomplishments and set goals for our future. It was
beneficial to unite as a group and it was inspiring to
see what the Association has accomplished in one
decade.

Bologna is very much aware of the
anniversary and is anxious to collaborate on any
number of projects to commemorate our union
including a phenomenal sounding bike initiative,
where bike transportation issues and touring
possibilities are being discussed. Taking that cue, we
are holding this year’s Sagra di Bologna at Upper
Echelon, a bike and physical training facility and
quite the space, on November 20th. Please hold that
date. It promises to be a fun and unique event, and
don’t worry, we’ll be providing more great food and
drink (a staple at anything PBSCA) and of course
tremendous auction items. More information will be
coming soon.  

Money raised at Sagra will continue to help
support our Youth Exchange. Next summer Portland
families will be hosting High School students from
Bologna. The Mayor of Bologna has been invited by
Mayor Hales to celebrate and we look forward to the
arrival of a delegation. All of this puts some financial
and logistical burden on our association, so please,
consider supporting us by either going to the website
or in our annual request which should be arriving in
December.

Phil Potestio, PBSCA President

Sagra 
Social & Silent Auction

20 November 2013
Upper Echelon Fitness

1420 NW 17th, Suite 388
Portland OR 97207

6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Save the date!!!
More information to follow.  

Become a PBSCA sponsor by donating
an item for our silent auction.  Auction items
can include, among many other things, gift
certificates, art, arts & crafts, free lessons,
special food baskets, a free weekend at a
property at the Oregon beach or the
mountains, a free week at a property in Italy
or a holiday destination.  You or your
business will be listed as a sponsor on the
PBSCA website, www.portland-bologna.org . 

Please contact Jessica Unukur at
bologna@pdx.edu to pledge a donation or for
more information.  
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2013 Summer Youth Exchange

By Karen McKay,
with Sally Hudson

“I absolutely loved Bologna.  My favorite part was being able to live in everyday culture and understand how different
it is from home.”

Two weeks, 16 teenagers, Bologna,
Venice, Florence and beyond.  The Seventh
Annual PBSCA summer youth exchange seems
to have passed in a blur of places, faces,
personalities and adventures as eight Portland
teens and their eight Italian counterparts
experienced everything from motorcycle
manufacturing to renaissance art to pasta making. 
Through it all the kids were good natured,
adventurous and thoughtful about so many new
experiences.

We had a diverse and balanced group this
year: four boys and four girls ages 15 to 18 from
five schools:  Grant, Wilson, Catlin Gabel,
Lincoln, and Cleveland.  Three of the girls had
hosted Italian teens last summer and so were
acquainted with the group of Italians hosting us. 
Five of the teens were new to the program and
hope to host this coming summer of 2014 when
we will have a whole new group of Italians.  

Our sister city of Bologna has a Youth
Office that sponsors a variety of activities
including a long-established youth exchange in
English-speaking countries. With a paid staff,
longtime relationships with host families, and a
great deal of institutional wisdom, theirs is a
smooth and organized operation.  Discussions
with this office about a program with Portland
started soon after the Sister City relationship was
established and we launched ours in 2008, as a
reciprocal program with alternating years of
travel and hosting. 

Our approach, organized and funded
exclusively by volunteers affiliated with PBSCA,
is still developing but seeks to achieve a mix of
kids so that each exchange has some veterans of
the program and some new families.  This seemed
to work well in Bologna this summer as our
veterans; Amanda, Gennie and Sophie, reunited
with their host sisters of last summer and the
veteran Italian teens welcomed new participants
Max, Henry, Sam, Hannah and Christopher.

After a seemingly endless trip from
Portland to Bologna via Newark and Frankfurt
our group arrived at the Bologna airport and split
up to join their host families.  The next day, still
a bit jet lagged and disoriented, the group was
introduced to the City of Bologna with a guided
tour that started, where everything starts in
Bologna, at the giant fountain of Neptune in the
main plaza, Piazza Maggiore.  This was to be
our morning meeting spot for the next 2 weeks,
which we shared with weddings, fashion shoots,
other tourists meeting their guides, and obscure
performance art.

Over the next few days the group visited
several museums: the Musei Universitari which
held a wide range of natural history artifacts and
models of fortifications; the Museo dello
Studente Europeo (Museum of Student Life)
which showcased student life from medieval
times through the rebellions of 60s and 70s; the
Museo della Musica which housed a fascinating
collection of ancient instruments and original
documents and scores; and the Musei Civici di
Arte Antica.  Other visits of interest in the city
itself included the Church of San Petronio, the
Piazza Santo Stefano and the Sette Chiese.

Museums and churches - the mainstay of
European tourist destinations - weren’t the only
attractions that the city of Bologna arranged for
our group.  We visited three very different
manufacturing facilities:  Ducati motorcycles,
the Carpigiani Gelateria and a violin maker. 
The violin maker gave us a private
demonstration of his ancient craft.  Ducati and
Carpigiani both had their own museums but only
one gave away free samples of its products!

While Bologna itself is fascinating and the
focus of our visit, the cities of Florence and
Venice are close enough to allow day trips that
were arranged by our host city.  These two cities
offered the good and bad sides of famous Italian
cities.  On the good side, both are incredible
cities with unique and world renowned history,



art and architecture.  On the bad side, both places
are tourist meccas all year - but especially in the
summer.  The crowds, the tours and the sense of
being part of the herd were disconcerting after the
active but normal city life of Bologna.
Nonetheless, Venice in particular was singled out
by our teens as a truly magical place and well
worth the visit.  In both cities our group of 16
teenagers had a guided tour and then were left to
their own devices for the second half of the day
which gave them an opportunity to wander and
explore in smaller groups.

And speaking of exploring in smaller
groups… much of our teens’ time was spent with
their host families doing a wide variety of
activities.  There were trips to Rome, amusement
parks, the beach on the Adriatic, markets, nearby
small towns and of course nightclubs and other
teenage haunts.  This family time was singled out
by several in the group as their favorite and most
authentic part of their trip. 

Our Youth Ambassadors had some semi-
official duties that distinguish this exchange from
the many others available.  We attended a sister-
city reception with the Vice Mayor for
International Relations and several officials with
whom PBSCA has long-standing relationships.
This was held in the beautiful Rose Room at
Bologna’s City Hall which, dating back to Roman
times, is just a bit older than ours in Portland.  

One evening was spent in perhaps the
most important of cultural activities:  learning
how to make tortellini.  And our teachers? 
Grandmothers, of course.  They didn’t speak
English but with a large rolling pin, a lot of
experience and a formidable but encouraging
manner they had no trouble getting our teenagers
to roll out some pretty impressive pasta.   Finally,
the PBSCA counterpart organization, La Vita
Bella, sponsored a lovely tour of the surrounding
Bologna hills, that included lunch in a
countryside trattoria, a visit to the Palazzo Loup
in Loiano to swim (though the rain dissuaded all
but the most daring to take the plunge) and a stop
at Livergnano to visit a small museum dedicated
to American and Allied soldiers stationed in Italy. 
Yet another reminder of how interconnected we
are with our Italian friends.

So, a very, very full two weeks for our
intrepid travelers.  And how did they respond? 
Here are some of their comments:

I learned that I want to travel and learn more about as
many cultures as I can. Italy was an amazing place to
help me realize that.

I think the period of time was exactly right… by the
end of the two weeks I had mixed feelings between
wanting to go home and wanting to stay, and I think
that is perfect.

I really enjoyed being with my host sister, and she
really made me feel at home away from home.

I would recommend this program to others because it
was a really good experience and a good way to
connect with other people from another country.

Not surprisingly our Youth Ambassadors
also had recommendations for things we should
do when we play host in the summer of 2014: a
trip to Seattle, a trip to the beach, a zoo concert. 
These are all good ideas but underscore the
challenge for PBSCA.  As an organization,
PBSCA wants to be sure that every participant
has a cultural experience of which the City of
Portland can be proud. In order to do this we
need support.  What does that mean?

Next steps for the PBSCA Youth Exchange: 
Summer 2014 in Portland!

1.  Host families:  we need 3 to 4 new host
families.  We will give priority to families who
want to participate by traveling to Italy with us
in 2015.  We strive to include as broad a cross
section of the city as possible.  This is a way for
kids from different areas, different backgrounds
and different schools to do something together. 
We also try to balance gender and age as much
as possible.

2.  Volunteers:  This can include helping to plan
activities for the exchange,  chaperoning a tour
or day trip,  giving a ride to a teen or chaperone
in the morning or end of the day, etc.

3.  Procurement:  By this we mean providing or
making connections for group activities.  Do you
know someone who does an interesting,
Portlandia-type thing who would be willing to do
a demonstration for a group of 16 teens?  Can



you get free tickets to an attraction or event?  Do
you have or have access to a beach or mountain
house that would accommodate a large group? 
During our last hosting session one parent with a
boat enlisted a couple of friends and took our
group waterskiing/wakeboarding on the
Willamette.  The kids loved it. Host families
spend a lot of time with their teen doing whatever
they do as a family.  When we do things as a
group we need to find ways to defray those costs.

4.  Donating:  All of the hosting, planning and
coordinating is carried out by volunteers.  We
are aggressive about soliciting donations,
discounts and freebies.  Nevertheless, there are
some things for which we just need cold, hard
cash:  insurance, bus passes, van rental for day
trips, etc.  A little money goes a long way to
giving our Italian visitors and their Portland
hosts as wonderful an experience as our teens
had in Bologna!

Above: PBSCA Youth Exchange students from Portland with their Bologna hosts.  July 2013.  Photo courtesy of Karen
McKay.



Meeting the Mayor!
PBSCA Youth Ambassador’s Honored by Mayor Hales in City Council Meeting

August 14,  2013.

By Karen McKay,
with Sally Hudson

On August 14th Mayor Charlie Hales and
the entire City Council of Portland welcomed
them back officially during a City Council
meeting.  Mayor Hales spoke about Portland’s
sister city relationships in general and about our
soon-to-be 10 year relationship with Bologna.  He
expressed Portland’s desire to welcome Virginio
Merola, the mayor of Bologna, to Portland next
spring for the 10th anniversary of the official sister
city relationship.

Mayor Hales then invited the three
students who were able to attend to come up
front and say a few words.  Amanda McKay,
Max Tapogna and Hannah Courtney ably
represented themselves and their fellow
Ambassadors.  They spoke of the depth and
authenticity of the exchange experience staying
with Italian teens and their families.  Each of
them also expressed their feelings that this trip
had changed their outlook on life and opened
their eyes in new and important ways.   Sam
Schrader, one of the Youth Ambassadors who
could not attend the ceremony, nonetheless sent
along a brief statement that his father read.  His
words seem to really sum up the sentiments of all
of the participants:  “Staying with an Italian
family was like having a behind-the-scenes view
of Italian life: the food seemed more authentic,
the people seemed more genuine, the experiences
seemed more special.”

Mayor Hales then presented each
participant with a certificate declaring their role
as a Youth Ambassador for the City of Portland.

PBSCA would like to thank Judy Parker,
Director of International Relations in the mayor’s
office, for facilitating this important ceremony
honoring our Youth Ambassadors and our Youth
Ambassadors and their families for participating.

Donations Always Appreciated

Mail checks payable to “PBSCA” to:

PBSCA
PO Box 141
Lake Oswego OR 97034

To pay by credit card, click on
http://www.portland-bologna.org/?page_

id=8 

All donations are tax deductible.  Remember,
PBSCA is not a member organization.  There are
no dues (dues are not tax deductible).  The $50
(individual)/$75 (family) figures found on the
website and in the annual solicitation letter are
merely recommended minimum donations–but
PBSCA welcomes all donations.  However, if
you have donated $50 or $75, consider increasing
that.  Even a $5.00 or $10.00 annual increase will
help PBSCA maintain its activities.  



Student Photography Contest Winners

By Ray Verzasconi, editor

O
ne day in the not too distant future, PBSCA
will hopefully be able to offer several
scholarships based on financial need to

Portland students participating in the Youth
Exchange with Bologna. 

At the moment PBSCA does spend, on
average, about $700.00 per student on the Youth
Exchange Program.  That includes airfare and a
very modest $50.00 per diem for Sally Hudson, the
official chaperone [Karen McKay, who also helped
Sally this year, paid all of her own expenses.],
special liability insurance, and pro-rated hourly
wages of the Office Administrator.  But PBSCA
does not yet have the funds to help  Portland
students selected to go to Bologna with any
financial help to cover ever-increasing airfare.

Idea!  As editor, I truly appreciate
photographs.  I’m sure you’ll admit photos make
Pathways to Portland & Bologna more appealing to
the eye.  But most pictures on the internet are
copyrighted and I can’t use them.  Well, what
better way to attain photographs of Italy than to
offer the Youth Exchange students who went to
Bologna this past summer a contest.  All eight
participants were invited to submit three
photographs taken during their two weeks in Italy. 
The photos were to focus on people, and each
photo was to be accompanied by a caption of 10 to
50 words.  I put up the funds for three prizes:
$150.00, $100.00, and $50.00. Catch?  The
photographs (all nine of them) are now the
property of PBSCA.  

On the following pages, you’ll find three of
the photographs (one from each of the young,
winning photographers).  I’ll be sharing their other
photos in subsequent issues of the newsletter.  I
want to stress that the six jurors were asked to
judge the three photos of each entrant as a unit. 
Each juror was given a total of four gold stars to
distribute among all four entrants based on the
entrant’s three photographs, not one particular
photograph, including consideration for the
caption.  The six jurors all admitted it was a
difficult choice.  Several indicated it would have
been much easier to pick out “the three best
photos” from the twelve submitted, but I wanted
access to nine photographs, not just three.  Beyond

that, most of the jurors expressed amazement at the
quality of the photographs from a cultural-
educational point of view in particular.  

I do want to express my appreciation to the
jurors:

! Debbie Parks, Ph.D.  Retired French teacher (Thurston
High, Lacey, WA), who has made mastering Italian one of
her goals in retirement, studying Italian in both Seattle and
Tacoma, and a summer in Perugia.

! Richard Hoyer.  Senior tour guide, WINGS,
Phoenix/London.  Rich speaks German, Spanish, and
Portuguese, and leads birding tours in Oregon, Mexico,
Bolivia, and Brazil.  He’s also known for his professional
photographs of birds and butterflies.

!   Katherine Brown, a Portland health care professional,
who has attended many PBSCA activities in the past six
years.

! Luca T. De Stefanis, until his recent departure for the
White House and then Bologna, a PBSCA Board member.

! Renée Howland, civil servant, Orlèams, Ontario, Canada. 
Renée and her husband, Jess,  spent their delayed honeymoon
in Italy last September, and they are already planning to
return.  Disclosure: Jess is the grandson of my older half-
sister.

! Brandon Lambert, composer, actor, singer, dancer, New
York City.  Forthcoming co-star in “Plaid Tidings”
production in Pittsburgh, PA.   The “voice” of artistic youth
among the jurors, Brandon graduated from Point Park
University this past May, and he looks forward to the day he
can afford to travel to Italy.

Again, please note that the photographs on
the following pages may or may not be the “best”
submitted by each photographer, since the jurors
were not asked to pick “one” that was “best,” but
to judge all three submitted as a unit.  Each
photographer’s other two photos will eventually
appear in this newsletter.



Sophie Hale-Brown.  1st Prize, $150.00

The Bubbleman.  The alley buzzed with excitement at the bubbles tossed by a breeze.  The undulating
colors entrance, and the manner that they are made is remarkable.  Around each corner in Italy, there is
a marvel such as this, which one only has to open one’s eyes to see.  

Presentation of the awards will be made at the Sagra in November.  Plan on attending to help honor the
three students.  



Hannah Courtney, 2nd Prize, $100.00.  

This man absobed me
with curiosity.  I admire his
clothing, typical gondola attire. 
When I looked closer, I noticed
he was wearing Nike shoes and
for some strange reason, I loved
that about him, mixing historic
traditions with modern fashion.



Amanda McKay.  3rd Prize, $50.00

A middle-aged man paints underneath the Vasari Corridor in Florence, Italy.  Besides him sits a self-
portrait.    

Know Bo.  Gilda’s Italian Restaurant, 1601 S.W. Morrison.  
Tuesday, October 8, 2013.   6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

This month’s speaker is Dr. Victoria Belco, associate professor of hisotry, Portland State University. 
She will discuss mystery stories set in Bologna, and several individuals will be reading passages she has
selected.  Dr. Belco teaches courses on modern European history, and her research currently focuses on
crime and criminal justice in Fascist Italy.  Dr. Belco says she is a fan of mystery stories.  

KNOW BO presentations are open to the general public free of charge, a service of the Portland-
Bologna Sister City Association.



Italy’s Political Slang for the Uninitiated

Traveling to Italy and interested in politics? 
Italian journalist Lorenzo Pregliasco  has compiled
an encyclopedia of Italian political slang, “Il
Crollo” (The Downfall) that “sheds light on a
colorful and Byzantine world where lawmakers
and journalists speak a language” not found in any
other dictionary.  

Pregliasco helps us understand not just
political slang in Italy, but also the underpinnings
of the political word.  Here are a few of the words
in his encyclopedia of Italian political slang.  See
http://ilcrollo.com// for a review in Italian.

Bunga Bunga.  “The term for a ‘mysterious sexual
ritual supposedly enjoyed by guests at Silvio
Berlusconi’s parties.  It originated from testimony
from the Moroccan nightclub dancer Karima El
Mahroug or “Ruby the Heartstealer” in October
2010.  The phrase became synonymous with Italy’s
then prime minister and its viral spread through
international media in 2011, accompanied the
collapse of both his reputation and the financial
markets’ trust in Italy’s ability to repay its debt.”

Casta.  “Originally meaning caste, the word now
refers to a clique of politicians keeping a grip in
privilege and power.  It was a favorite term of the
5-Star Movement that stormed to 25 percent of the
vote in its first national election, promising to kick
the ‘casta’ out of parliament.” 

Celodurismo (I have a hardism).  “From the catch
phrase of regionalist party, the Northern League. 
“The League has it hard,” a not-so-subtle allusion
to an erect penis.  It refers to macho posturing and
‘the assumption of aggressive or decisive political
attitudes, at the cost of appearing crude or coarse.’”

Compravendita (Purchase Agreement).  “Paying
lawmakers to switch sides in parliament to shore
up or undermine a government.  In a current
‘compravendita’ investigation,  former Sen. Sergio
De Gregorio told officials he accepted $3.86
million from Berlusconi to change sides and topple
the center-left government in 2006.”

Esodati (Exiled Ones).  “Workers who voluntarily

took early retirement but found themselves without
a stipend because of a 2011 pension reform that
raised the retirement age.  A combustible political
issue, particularly following several suicides of
several people affected.”

Grillini.  “The supporters of former comic and 5-
Star founder Beppe Grillo, meaning ‘little Grillos’
or “little crickets.’  In Italy, the insects are
associated with speaking uncomfortable truths.”

Inciucio.  “The word for a deal done under the
table, particularly between supposedly rival
political groups.  It leapt in usage in April 2013 as
opposing center-left and center-right groups in
parliament zoned in on an agreement that would
allow them to share power.”

Olgettine.  “Term for 14 young women housed at
Berlusconi’s expense at number 65 via Olgetina in
Milan.  They were frequent guests at parties at the
home of the former prime minister.”

Pianista.  “A ‘pianist’ uses the vote of an absent
adjacent parliamentarian as well as his own, by
stretching out his arm to press the voting button on
his colleague’s desk.”

  
Translation by Naomi O’Leary of Reuters.  Edited
by Ray Verzasconi.



From the editor’s desk . . . .

H
ere’s a free online English language
Italian newspaper.  
http://www.thelocal.it/20130913/italian-

overwhelmed-after-us-masterchef-win   
I won’t vouch for the quality or accuracy of the
reporting.

M
y older daughter and I were pleasantly
surprised recently to discover that  Foster
& Dobbs (NE 15th & Brazee) carries

culatello, the premier of all Italian hams, another of
the specialties of Emilia-Romagna, with greater
regularity.  Well, apparently Foster & Dobbs had
managed to receive an occasional culatello ham as
far back as 2006, but the new owners seem to have
done a bit better!  

From what I read, most of the culatello hams
in Emilia-Romagna are purchased by specialty
(read, expensive) restaurants in Italy, so  the ham is
difficult to find in markets even in Italy.  In the
U.S., it is apparently only available in a very few

very expensive restaurants in New York City.
However,  there is domestic culatello, and

that now sometimes  found in Portland comes from
Seattle.  Armandino Batali,  a retired Boeing
engineer (whose grandfather opened the first Italian
market in Seattle in 1903, and whose son Mario is
the renown chef),went back to school in Italy for
two years to learn the art of making culatello and
other salumeria, and he opened his own shop in
downtown Seattle in 2000.  See, 
http://www.salumicuredmeats.com/story/salu
mist/culatello.htm 
See also,
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/05/17/dining/17cula.html
?pagewanted=all&_r=0 

http://www.departures.com/articles/italys-rares
t-ham 

Culatello is expensive.  Okay, prosciutto di
Parma or San Danielle usually retails for $28-$29 a
lb., already expensive!  I’m finding culatello at $35-
$36 a lb.  Although it is called “the heart of
prosciutto” (it only uses a small part of a pig’s rear
leg, and it also looks like a heart), culatello is made
with a very different process and it has a very
distinctive flavor.  Most people lucky enough to
taste it, apparently prefer it over the other well
known Italian hams, but the price limits
consumption!  Hopefully!  My daughters and
granddaughter are not going to be pleased with
nonno if too many of you now rush to Foster &
Dobbs and buy out their very limited supply every
week, leaving none for them!  

I love Armandino Batali’s comment that his
culatello has everything that the “authentic” ham
does in Emilia-Romagna “except 2000 years of
tradition, but we’re getting there.”  

P
sst, wanna buy a Lamborghini Aventado LP
700-4 Coupe for $7.5 million?  A miniature
prototype of the car, gold plated and

diamond studded, is now on display in Dubai, and
will then go on a world tour.  Oh, the prototype
goes for $2.3 million.  The car itself will sell for
$7.5 million, and it will not have a functioning
motor.  

I imagine that the Volkswagen Group,



which owns Audi which now owns Lamborghini,
is hoping that the ego of a few multi-millionaires
and billionaires will convince them to order a car
that they will never drive.  The car itself has been
designed by the RGE Robert Gilpen Engineering
Company, another German subsidiary of Audi. 
Ah, is anything that is Italian still Italian? Other
than wine and pasta?  And thanks to Guido Barilla,
the Barilla Group got lots of negative attention this
past week.

Lamborghini, incidentally, does have an 
Aventado LP 700-4 Coupe in the $400,000 range –
and it has a functioning motor!  In case any of you
are interested!

N
ow the car in the right-hand column,
dubbed Emilia III, was designed by
teachers, students, and researchers at the

University of Bologna and the IPSIA Ferrari
technical school.  Powered by 391 solar
photovoltaic cells, the car, along with its designers
and a number of fans from Bologna, is currently in
Darwin, Australia, preparing for the grueling
1,877-mile Darwin to Adelaide World Solar
Challenge: 6 - 13 October 2013.  

The World Solar Challenge, an annual race
that began in 1987, attracts dozens of entries from
all over the world, and it can be as dangerous as it
is challenging.   This is not the first time an Italian
team has entered the race, but Italian teams have so
far not brought home any prizes.   Will the team
from Bologna be more successful?  Check the
internet on 12 October (it will already be the 13th in
Australia) for news about the World Solar
Challenge to find out.  

In the driver’s seat is Matteo Martignani of Bologna, one of
the designers and designated drivers for the Italian team. 
Gees, he looks like a little kid in a space flick!

L
uca T. De Stefanis, recent PBSCA Board
member, has obtained a fellowship with
the White House doing environmental

policy advising regarding climate change and
energy issues for the President.  He has a
similar role with the City of Bologna from
February 1st to June 1st 2014.  Let’s hope Luca
will pen a piece or two for us while he’s in
Bologna about that city’s approach to climate
change and energy issues.

I
s Italy racist?  That issue came up recently
when Integration Minister Cécile Kyeng,
Italy’s first Black Minister, was subjected to

a barrage of racial insults.  Here’s the response
of a noted Italian journalist and author, and of
Ms. Kyenge as well.  The original article
appeared in Milano’s Corriere della Sera.  
http://www.presseurop.eu/fr/node/4019621 

Ray Verzasconi, Ph.D., editor
rverzasconi@msn.com


